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Cover plate white for UAE socket, 1-fold - Control
element UAE/IAE (ISDN) 1803-02-212

Busch Jaeger
1803-02-212
2CKA001753A8956
4011395790205 EAN/GTIN

3,03 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Central washer ws f.UAE-connection do.2f 1803-02-212 Combination of control element, UAE/IAE use, oblique outlet direction, labeling field without labeling field, flush-
mounting type, material plastic, material quality thermoplastic, halogen-free, surface untreated, surface design glossy, color cream-white (electrical white), RAL number (similar)
1013, fastening method with screw, number of modules (with modular design) 1, suitable for number of sockets/couplings 2, suitable for degree of protection (IP) IP20, device
width 71mm, device height 71mm, device depth 32mm , Min. depth of the device box 40mm, As a cover for UAE connection boxes. Item No. 0214, 0215 (category 3/ISDN),
0217-xxx, 0218-xxx, 0218/12-xxx (category 5e/cat. 6 A ISO/data technology) and comparable types from Rutenbeck. Brand-Rex (WAEGV 8/8 EKR/EK). AMP (NETCONNECT
5E). BTR (E-DAT C6, E-DAT design, UAE design and IAE design). cti (cti-wire 2.8 Cat.6). Telegartner (AMJ 45, UMJ 45). With inclined outlet.
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